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I needed a pause in order to recover myself sufficiently to see
distinctly what I looked at, and to put on a new coat of serious-
ness and of modesty. I fully expected I should be well ex-
amined by a company which had been carefully taught not to
like me, and by the curious spectators waiting to see what was
to be hatched out of so profound a secret, in such an important
assembly, summoned so hastily. Moreover, nobody was ignorant
that I knew all, at least from the Council of the Regency I had
just left.
I did not deceive myself. As soon as I appeared, all eyes
were fixed upon me. I slowly advanced towards the chief
greffier, and introducing myself between the two seats, I tra-
versed the length of the room, in front of the King's people,
who saluted me with a smiling air, and I ascended over three
rows of high seats, where all the peers were in their places, and
who rose as I approached the steps. I respectfully saluted them
from the third row.
Seated in my elevated place, and with nothing before me, I
was able to glance over the whole assembly. I did so at once
piercing everybody with my eyes. One thing alone restrained
me; it was that I did not dare to fix my eyes upon certain
objects. I feared the fire and brilliant significance of my looks
at that moment so appreciated by everybody: and the more I
saw I attracted attention, the more anxious was I to wean
curiosity by my discreetness. I cast, nevertheless, a glittering
glance upon the Chief President and his friends, for the examina-
tion of whom I was admirably placed. I carried my looks over
all the Parliament, and saw there an astonishment, a silence, a
consternation, such as I had not expected, and which was of
good augury to me. The Chief President, insolently crest-fallen,
the other presidents disconcerted, and attentive to all, furnished
me the most agreeable spectacle. The simply curious (among
which I rank those who had no vote) appeared to me not less
surprised (but without the bewilderment of the others), calmly
.surprised; in a word, everybody showed much expectation and
desire to divine what had passed at the Council.
I had but little leisure for this examination, for the King
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